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Overview

• Review of the SZ effect

• Applications of the SZ effect
• Bolocam instrument description

• Sky noise removal and analysis techniques
• Constraints on SZ anisotropy
• Upcoming work
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The Sunyaev-Zeldovich Effect in Galaxy Clusters

CMB photons from last scattering 
surface (z ~ 1100)
T = (1 + z) 2.725K

galaxy cluster
 with hot ICM

z ~ 0 - 3

scattered photons (hotter)

observer
z = 0
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• Thermal SZE is the Compton up-scattering of CMB photons by 
hot electrons in the intracluster plasma

• ∆TCMB/TCMB depends only on cluster 
y (line-of-sight integral of neTe).  Both 
∆TCMB and TCMB are redshifted as 
photons propagate from 
clusters, so ratio is 
independent of distance.

• Thermal 
SZE
causes 
nonthermal 
change in 
spectrum
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The Sunyaev-Zeldovich Effect in Galaxy Clusters

• Beautiful images of SZ from Chicago group using OVRO/BIMA 
interferometers at 30 GHz

• Spectrum confirmed by measurements from RJ tail through null
• To date, only seen in pointed observations of massive clusters

BIMA SZ + ROSAT X-ray SuZIE, DIABOLO, and BIMA spectral points
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Applications of the SZ Effect

• Cluster astrophysics
• measures pressure
• scaling relations

• Cosmology
• Hubble constant (geometric effect, with X-ray)
• Baryon fraction (now measured better by CMB)
• Evolution of cluster abundance as a probe of dark energy
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Studying Clusters with the SZ Effect

Clusters are complicated objects!
SZ measures pressure, in contrast to other observables

gas density

SZ ~ n T
(gas pressure)

galaxies

X-ray
~ n2 √T
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Studying Clusters with the SZ Effect: Scaling Relations

• SuZIE (S. Church, Stanford)
• published 11 clusters at 150/220/275(350) GHz, 

observed SZ flux-TX scaling relation, but not an imaging experiment
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Benson et al, ApJ 617:829 (2004)
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Probing Dark Energy via the Growth of Structure
Virgo Consortium

http://www.icc.dur.ac.uk/O
utreach/M

ovies.htm
l
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Probing Dark Energy via the Growth of Structure
Virgo Consortium

http://www.icc.dur.ac.uk/O
utreach/M
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Using Cluster Abundance for Cosmology

• Very sensitive to normalization
of power spectrum, and thus 
to growth function, because 
clusters are statistically rare 
excursions

• Clusters form recently 
(z < 2) and so abundance
influenced by recent 
dark-energy domination

• Has historically been a 
robust predictor of low 
matter density

Figure 11. An illustration of the effect of cosmology on the ex-
pected number of SZE detected galaxy clusters as a function of
redshift. The data points are appropriate for a 4000 square de-
gree SPT survey with idealized sensitivity. The data points and
the line passing through them were generated assuming a canon-
ical !M = 0.3, !Λ = 0.7,"8 = 1 cosmology. The other two lines
show the large effect in the expected cluster counts due to slight
changes in the cosmology. The value of "8 was adjusted to give
the same normalization for the local cluster abundance in each
model. The bottom curve is for a model with more matter and
correspondingly less dark energy. The top curve at shows the ef-
fect of only a change in the equation of state of the dark energy
in the canonical model. (Figure courtesy of G. Holder)

Figure 12. An illustration of the potential of the SPT to mea-
sure fine-scale CMB anisotropy. The two panels show statisti-
cal errors on the high-! CMB power spectrum from 500 deg2 of
sky measured at two different levels of noise per 1′ beam. Both
panels assume perfect subtraction of the thermal SZE signal and
other astrophysical contaminants; achieving the required accu-
racy in this subtraction will be a significant challenge. (Spectra
courtesy of W. Hu.)

and its equation of state. The SPT SZE survey will enable strong constraints on the amount of and nature of dark energy in
the universe.

As reviewed in Section 1, recent results from measurements of degree-scale anisotropies in the CMB have spectacularly
confirmed predictions of the Hot Big Bang cosmological model, and made precise measurements of many cosmological
parameters. New experiments are now focusing on characterizing the temperature fluctuations on finer angular scales,
where secondary anisotropies are expected to dominate over fluctuations imprinted on the last scattering surface.56

As shown in Figure 12, the largest source of anisotropy at multipole values ! > 2000 is expected to be the thermal SZE.
Measurements of the angular power spectrum of this signal – including or removing the massive clusters detected in the
SZE survey – will allow tight determinations of the parameters !8 and "M that are complementary to those obtained with
analysis of the cluster survey.57

The thermal SZE signal has a unique spectral signature. There is a null in the spectrum near 220 GHz, and the
signal appears as a flux decrement (relative to the 2.7K background) at frequencies below this null and an increment at
higher frequencies. This opens the potential for separating the SZE component from other contributions to the CMB power
spectrum, such as the kinetic SZE (KSZ, due to the net motion of a cluster along the line of sight) and the Ostriker-Vishniac
(OV) effect, which is a similar effect produced by structures that are still in the linear regime. Figure 12 shows how well
an ideal 500 deg2 SPT survey could measure the fine-scale KSZ/OV anisotropy signal, assuming perfect compensation for
the thermal SZE signal and other astrophysical contaminants.

Number of clusters per redshift bin
above 3.5x1014 MSun in 4000 deg2

G. Holder
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“Unbiased” Cluster Detection via the SZE

• “Unbiased” = mass-limited

• Effect is intrinsically redshift-independent: ∆T/T depends only on 
cluster properties, ∆T and T experience same redshift

• Standard argument: Integrated signal provides largely z-
independent mass limit (Barbosa et al, Holder et al, etc.)

• Integrate neTe over cluster face
• dA2 factor tends to reduce flux as z increases (1/r2 law)
• But for a given mass, a cluster at high redshift has smaller R and hence 

higher T
• These two effects approximately cancel

10

cluster mass

weak z-dependence of ang. diam. distance
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“Unbiased” Cluster Detection via the SZE

• Holder, Mohr, et al (2000) 
modeled the mass limit of 
an interferometric SZE 
survey using simulations 
of cluster growth

• Simulations bear out 
expectation of weak 
z-dependence of mass 
limit

• v. different selection 
function from 
optical/x-ray surveys

• For any survey, careful 
modeling will be required 
to determine this precisely, understand uncertainties

Holder et al, Ap. J., 544:629 (2000)

limiting mass vs. z for an 
interferometric survey for
different cosmologies
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For the Near Term: High-ℓ SZ Anisotropy

• In the absence of cluster 
detections and redshifts, use 
anisotropy power spectrum to 
describe effect

• Tentative detection at high-l
by CBI, ACBAR, BIMA,
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The High-ℓ Excess

• The high-ℓ excess seen by ACBAR, CBI, and BIMA is not 
entirely consistent with a SZ anisotropy explanation
• SZ anisotropy expected to scale as σ8 (Ωb h)2; 

constraint on high-ℓ excess yields constraint on σ8

• CMB primary anisotropy + LSS also yields constraint on σ8

• ACBAR + WMAP3 primary PS + LSS→ σ8 = 0.81-0.85 +/- 0.03
• ACBAR + CBI excess interpreted as SZ → σ8 = 0.95 +/- 0.04
• Dawson et al (2006) BIMA point: 220 +/- 130 µKCMB2 at 30 GHz 
→ 55 +/- 33 µKCMB2 at 
150 GHz vs. < 10 µKCMB2 
for σ8 = 0.80

• ACBAR + WMAP3 can 
be reasonably interpreted
as σ8 ~ 0.80 SZ + 
unidentified point sources

• Need better data!
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SZ Anisotropy: RJ Interferometers

• Experiments:
• Sunyaev-Zeldovich Array: Carlstrom et al at CARMA site, 

8 x 3.5 m dishes at 26-36 GHz and 85-115 GHz + CARMA
• Arcminute Microkelvin Imager: MRAO, 

MRAO site, 10 x 3.7 m + 8 x 13 m, 
12-18 GHz

14
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SZ Anisotropy: MM-Wave Arrays

• mm-wave experiments (in order of existence and site quality)
• Bolocam: 120 pixels at 150 GHz on 10.4 m 

CSO, Mauna Kea
• APEX: 300 pixels at 150 GHz on 12 m 

ALMA prototype, ALMA site
• ACT: 1000 pixels each at 150, 220, 275 GHz 

on 6-m off-axis az-scanning dish, Cerro Toco
• SPT: 1000 pixels distributed across 90, 150, 

220 GHz bands on 10-m off-axis dish, 
South Pole

15
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Bolocam Overview

• Observation bands:
• 125-165 GHz: thermal SZ
• 225-300 GHz: dusty sources
• (217 GHz: kinetic SZ)

• 144-pixel spiderweb 
bolometer array 
operated at ~ 250 mK

• Array architecture:
• Bolometers are bgnd-limited;

increase sensitivity with pixel
count (8’ FOV)

• Sky noise removal enabled by 
beam overlap through atmosphere

• At Caltech Submm Obs., 
10-m on Mauna Kea

3-stage He3/He4 refrigerator

array/hornplate/
backshort assembly

JFET enclosure

low-pass
mesh filter

4K RF-filtered
feedthroughs

4K LHe
tank
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Instrument Team

• Caltech
• (Mihail Amarie), (Samantha Edgington), Sunil Golwala, Andrew Lange, 

Philippe Rossinot, Jack Sayers

• JPL
• Jamie Bock, (Alexey Goldin), Hien Nguyen, Fab team at MDL

• University of Colorado, Boulder
• James Aguirre, Jason Glenn, (Ben Knowles), Glenn Laurent, Phil Maloney, 

James Schlaerth, (Patrick Stover)

• University of Wales, Cardiff
• Peter Ade, Douglas Haig, Phil Mauskopf, Rob Tucker

PhD thesis Dec 2007, 
has done bulk of analysis work
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Bolometer Array

• 144 bolometers on single 
wafer: J. Bock, JPL/MDL

• 125 Å Au absorber on 
1µm SiN membrane, 
etched into “spider-web” 
to minimize CAu, G

• NTD Ge thermistor senses T

• Array production nontrivial

Tbath

thermistor
metallic
absorber

optical
power

weak thermal link
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Optical Design

• Smooth-walled conical feedhorns define beams

• Horns coupled to integrating 
cavities via 2λ length of 
single-mode waveguide 
(defines lower edge of BP)

• Integrating cavities house 
bolos,  yield > 90% efficiency 
and < 1% optical crosstalk

• Monolithic construction
• single feedhorn plate
• single backshort plate

• Backshort and hornplate 
can be exchanged easily 
⇒ “easy” to change bands
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Optical Design

• Ellipsoidal tertiary and cold HDPE lens provide 
wide FOV (8’) at F/3 plate scale

• 5 cold metal-mesh filters define 
high end of band while 
minimizing harmonics leaks

• Reflective IR blocker at 77K
• 4K Lyot stop defines 

illumination of primary 
(modulo diffr. blurring)

20

hornplate
& array lens

Lyot stop

4K

77K

300K

tertiary

primary
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150 GHz Blind Sunyaev-Zeldovich Effect Survey

• 2 fields, each 0.5 deg2

• Wanted low dust emission, good X-ray and optical coverage in case 
clusters were found

• SDS1 (aka SXDS): Subaru deep survey field
• 400 ksec XMM-EPIC integration time
• OIR coverage by surveys on Subaru, CFHT Legacy, UKIRT, Spitzer SWIRE 

Legacy survey
• 12 µJy VLA coverage
• SCUBA SHADES and BLAST field
• 1.2 MJy/ster 100 µm dust emission, among the lowest in the sky

• Lynx: not so well complemented
• 150 ksec XMM-EPIC
• imaging of small portions containing low-mass clusters
• 1.3 MJy/ster 100 µm emission, also pretty good

• ~ 40 nights of telescope time in fall 2003
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150 GHz Blind Sunyaev-Zeldovich Effect Survey

• Observing Strategy
• Spend half the night on each field, 6-8 hrs each per night
• Raster over each field along the RA and dec directions

• Drift scan would be less prone to scan-synchronous pickup, but sky noise 
pushes one to active scanning to move signal to higher temporal frequency

• Active az-only scans produce inefficient coverage pattern due to sky rotation
• Good belief that array would allow subtraction of elevation dependent signal

28
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150 GHz Blind Sunyaev-Zeldovich Effect Survey

• Observing Strategy
• Data broken up into 8-minute-long “observations”

• Each observation covers the entire field in one scan mode with 8-9% rms 
coverage variations (4-5% noise variations)

• Alternate RA and dec scans
• 3 sets of offsets perpendicular to scan direction to smooth out coverage
• Final maps have 1.5% coverage variations
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Observing Conditions: Loading and Opacity

• To first order, 
the atmosphere!  

• Median conditions:
1.75 mm of water 
between the 
instrument and 
the CMB!

• Atmospheric 
optical depth:
• 150 GHz: τ ~ 0.05

• 275 GHz: τ ~ 0.13

• Photon Poisson
and Bose noise from the emitted power

30
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Observing Conditions: Sky Noise

• water vapor w/scale height of ~ 2 km
• near condensation point, so clumpy
• strong dipole moment ⇒ rotation couples well to mm-waves

• liquid water: same 
modes, but much 
less efficient, 
constrained by 
inter-molecule 
forces

• ice: rotation is prevented
• Water vapor 

present as 
turbulent screen 
entrained in wind

avh

!h

w

y

x

z

wind-driven Kolmogorov-Taylor screen 
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Observing Conditions: Sky Noise

• Sky noise = fluctuations in emission from water vapor in 
atmosphere due to wind-driven turbulent screen

• Overlap of beams through atmosphere ensures it is mostly 
common signal

• A simple average removal takes out >90% of sky noise

scan length = 10-20 sec

raw

cleaned

cleaned, zoom by X10

average constructed 
from all channels; 
subtraction only shown 
for a few
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Autocorrelation Function of Sky Noise
• See expected power-law autocorrelation function of sky noise as a function 

of pixel separation 
(structure function)

• Correlation length
varies; large corr.
length → good 
sky subtraction

• Excess correlation 
visible at small 
separations, 
worst when sky
noise is poor.
Consistent with
spread of Airy 
function.
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Sky Noise
• Average removal leaves 

significant noise above 
fundamental photon 
+ instrument noise

• First, attempt to model 
as wind-driven screen:
get sensible wind speeds,
but no improvement

34
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Figure 4.10: Plots of the slope of !f/spair vs. frequency for all bolometer pairs and all scans
of a given observation. This slope is binned according to θpair, and a sinusoidal fit is overlaid
in red. The fit is based only on frequencies where the atmospheric noise is the dominant
signal, which is usually f ! .5 Hz. The plot on the left comes from an observation taken on
November 10, 2003 in good weather and the plot on the right comes from an observation
taken on December 7, 2003 in bad weather. In general, data collected in good weather is
well fit by the model, while data collected in bad weather is not.

each other14. This gives an angular velocity of 20 arcminutes/second, which corresponds

to a wind velocity of about 10 km/hr at a height of 500 m, or a wind velocity of about

20 km/hr at a height of 1 km.

4.5.4 Comparison to Data - Summary

In summary, the time-lagged atmospheric model described in this section appears to de-

scribe approximately half of the data, which is similar to how well the time-instantaneous

atmospheric model described our data. It is not clear why these models only work half of

the time, but the models could fail because: 1) "h / hav ! 1 due to the turbulent layer

being thick or close to the ground or 2) there is more than one turbulent layer or a varying

angular wind velocity within a single layer.

14Adjacent bolometers are approximately 40 arcseconds apart.
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e!ectively convolving any signal with the profile of a Bolocam beam; since the beams have

a finite profile, this convolution will act like a low-pass filter on all of the astronomical sig-

nals. This filter will be approximately symmetric because the Bolocam beam profiles have

a high degree of rotational symmetry. Additionally, since the beams are nearly Gaussian,

the filter will be approximately Gaussian with a HWHM of about 1000 radians−1 (which is

equivalent to a HWHM! ! 6000 in angular multipole space). See Figures 5.6 and 5.7.

In order to quantify the amount of signal attenuation by each atmospheric noise removal

algorithm, it is useful to determine the e!ective bandwidth of the transfer function. The

e!ective bandwidth describes the range of angular multipoles defined by the transfer func-

tion, and can be used to convert an angular power, C!, to a map-space variance in µK2
CMB.

In general, the e!ective bandwidth is calculated by integrating the transfer function over

all angular multipoles. However, since the expected SZE power spectrum is approximately

flat in C!, it is more useful to weight the transfer function by the expected signal spectrum

of 1/!(!+1). This weighting will produce an e!ective logarithmic, rather than linear, band-

width, and can be used to convert an angular power in C! to a map-space variance. This

e!ective logarithmic bandwidth, BWeff , is defined as

BWeff =

∫

"k
d"kS"kW"kB"k, (5.20)

where "k is the two-dimensional angular wavenumber, S"k is the expected signal spectrum,

W"k is the transfer function of the data processing (in amplitude squared), and B"k is the

transfer function of the Bolocam beam (in amplitude squared). Since the expected CMB

signal has a flat band power in C!,

S"k ∝
1

!(! + 1)
(5.21)

for ! = 2π|"k|18. Assuming this spectrum for S"k, a symmetric top-hat window between

! = !min and ! = !max will produce a bandwidth approximately equal to

BWeff ∝ log(!max) − log(!min) = " log !. (5.22)

Although the Bolocam transfer functions are highly non-symmetric, it is still useful to

18We have used the small-scale flat sky approximation, ! = 2π|#k|.
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Sky Noise

• Think a bit harder:
• typical wind speed:

10 m/s @1km = 35’/sec
• telescope scan speed 

= 4’/sec « wind speed
so neglect telescope
motion

• noise is below 0.5 Hz;
T = 2 sec, w = 35’/sec
get θ = w T > 1 deg 
                  ≫ 8’ FOV

⇒ on scale of array, 
see only polynomial-
like portion of mode

• fit for average, plane, or
quadratic across FOV
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Map-Space PSDs

• Subtraction methods similar in timestream, differ in map space
• (Naive mapmaker; see below for more sophisticated version)
• Residual correlations manifest as low-ℓ noise 
• More aggressive methods reduce residual correlations among bolometers

36

(transfer functions not deconvolved)
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(transfer functions not deconvolved)

data type PSD spectrum PS amplitude uncertainty
actual/36 spaced detectors data 550 µKCMB2

actual/115 detectors data 270 µKCMB2

sim/115 detectors data 170 µKCMB2

sim/115 detectors instrument, white 100 µKCMB2

consistent 
with √N

inconsistent 
with √N
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Residual Spatial Correlations

• There is residual correlation
between nearby bolometers
post sky-subtraction
• lower in better weather
• excess correlation at sub-(f/#)λ 

separations
• one bolo separation = 0.7 (f/#)λ

• Need to go out to r ~ 2 (f/#)λ before
residual correlations look flat with r

• Effective number of pixels drops by 
a large factor: 
degradation in µKCMB2 
~ degradation in number of pixels
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Map-Space PSDs

• Scan type is evident in 
map-space PSDs

• Variations in low-frequency 
noise clear

• Very gaussian except at 
small deviations

38

good weather
RA scan

bad weather
dec scan

ℓ = 2πν
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Sky Noise Removal Window Function
• Sky noise removal via correlation analysis reduces sensitivity to signal 

on scales ≳ 8’ FOV.  λθ= 8’ ⇒ ℓ = 2700

• More aggressive sky noise removal also removes more signal
• Measure transfer function of sky noise removal by inserting simulated 

CMB (flat in ℓ(ℓ+1)Cℓ) into timestreams and measuring attenuation
at output map as a function of ℓ

• Transfer function is independent
of signal amplitude at signal
levels of interest

• BWeff = ∆ log(ℓ)

39
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sky subtraction ! log(!)
average 0.98
planar 0.58

quadratic 0.37
adaptive PCA 0.51

Table 5.1: The e"ective bandwidth of the transfer function for the four types of atmospheric
noise removal algorithms.

Figure 5.8: Azimuthally averaged transfer functions for a single observation for each of the
four types of atmospheric noise removal algorithms.

determine the e"ective ! log(!) for each of the atmospheric noise removal algorithms. See

Table 5.1 and Figure 5.8.

5.6 Optimal Sky Subtraction

Each of the 2003 science field observations were processed with average, planar, and quadratic

sky subtraction, creating three separate files for each observation. Quadratic subtraction

removes the most atmospheric noise, while average subtraction retains the most astronom-

ical signal, so there is an optimal sky subtraction algorithm for each observation based on

the type of astronomical signal we are looking for. To determine which algorithm is optimal,

we computed a figure of merit, FOM, for each subtraction method. Since the CMB signal

appears as a variance in the map, the variance on the CMB signal will be proportional to

the square of the map PSD divided by the transfer function of the experiment. This can

be seen in Equations F.11 and F.12. Therefore, the FOM is defined as the inverse of this

145

In addition to the signal attenuation caused by the data processing, the Bolocam sys-

tem also attenuates some of the astronomical signal. By scanning across the sky, we are

effectively convolving any signal with the profile of a Bolocam beam; since the beams have a

non-zero width, this convolution will act like a low-pass filter on all of the astronomical sig-

nals. This filter will be approximately symmetric because the Bolocam beam profiles have

a high degree of rotational symmetry. Additionally, since the beams are nearly Gaussian,

the filter will be approximately Gaussian with a HWHM of about 1000 radians−1 (which is

equivalent to a HWHM! ! 6000 in angular multipole space). See Figures 5.6 and 5.7.

In order to quantify the amount of signal attenuation by each atmospheric noise removal

algorithm, it is useful to determine the effective bandwidth of the transfer function. The

effective bandwidth describes the range of angular multipoles defined by the transfer func-

tion, and can be used to convert an angular power, C!, to a map-space variance in µK2
CMB.

In general, the effective bandwidth is calculated by integrating the transfer function over

all angular multipoles. However, since the expected SZE power spectrum is approximately

flat in C!, it is more useful to weight the transfer function by the expected signal spectrum

of 1/!(!+1). This weighting will produce an effective logarithmic, rather than linear, band-

width, and can be used to convert an angular power in C! to a map-space variance. This

effective logarithmic bandwidth, BWeff , is defined as

BWeff =

!

"ν
d"#S"νW"νB"ν , (5.20)

where "# is the two-dimensional spatial frequency, S"ν is the expected signal spectrum, W"ν is

the transfer function of the data processing (in amplitude squared), and B"ν is the transfer

function of the Bolocam beam (in amplitude squared). Since the expected CMB signal has

a flat band power in C!,

S"ν "
1

!(! + 1)
(5.21)

for ! = 2$|"#|.18 Assuming this spectrum for S"ν , a symmetric top-hat window between

! = !min and ! = !max will produce a bandwidth approximately equal to

BWeff " log(!max) # log(!min) = ∆ log !. (5.22)

18We have used the small-scale flat sky approximation, ! = 2"|#$|.
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Single-Observation Transfer Functions

• Asymmetry from scan pattern evident
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Mapmaking

• Standard Max Likelihood mapmaking is difficult for us

• would need to include bolo-bolo correlations in timestream noise covar.
• c requires inversion of Npix2 = 160002 matrix

• Simulation-based techniques have been used to deal with this
• We use hybrid method

• Scan pattern ⇒ naive maps are pretty close to optimal for a single obs.
• Stationarity of noise in each map ⇒ map covar. is diagonal in maps space, 

well describe by simple map PSD
• Coadd observations in Fourier space with map PSD inverse var. weighting
• Jackknifes and sims used to determine transfer function and uncertainties
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where p is a matrix containing the pointing information and !n is noise. Since !m is what we

are fundamentally interested in obtaining, we need to find a solution to Equation 5.3 that

yields the optimum unbiased estimate of !m given !d. There are several methods that can

be used to estimate !m [139], including the commonly used least squares method described

below [94].

Solving the least squares problem for Equation 5.3 requires minimizing

"2 = (!d ! p!m)Tw(!d ! p!m), (5.4)

where w is the inverse of the time-stream noise covariance matrix,
!
!n!nT

"!1
. The estimator

for !m derived from Equation 5.4 is

!m" = cpTw!d, (5.5)

where c = (pT wp)!1 is the map-space noise covariance matrix. If the time-stream noise,

!n, has a white spectrum then the various terms in Equation 5.5 are easy to understand

because w and c are both diagonal. w is the inverse of the time-stream noise variance, and

applies the appropriate weight to each sample in the time-stream. pT then bins the data

time-stream into a map, and c corrects for the fact that pT sums all of the data in a single

map bin instead of averaging it. The general idea is the same for non-white time-stream

noise, but w will mix time samples and c will mix map pixels.

If the time-stream noise is stationary then the time-stream noise covariance matrix can

be diagonalized by applying the Fourier transform operator, F [2,94]. For stationary noise,

any element of the inverse time-stream noise covariance matrix can be described by

w(t1, t2) =
#

!n(t1) !n(t2)
T $!1

= w(!t), (5.6)

where t1 and t2 are any two time samples separated by !t. The corresponding elements of

the Fourier transform of the inverse covariance matrix, W = FwF!1, can be written as

W(f1, f2) = W(f1)#f1,f2
, (5.7)

where #() represents a delta function and f is frequency in Hz. The diagonal elements of
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Pseudo-Optimal Mapmaking

• Optimizing sky noise removal
• Optimal sky noise removal algorithm depends on the day’s weather
• Pick algorithm (ave, planar, quadratic) based on single-obs figure of merit

(essentially, single-obs variance on power spectrum bandpower)

(doesn’t involve the real map, just the single-obs PSD)
• Relative weights:

• Determine overall transfer function by weighted sum of single-obs 
transfer function

42

= transfer function
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In addition to the signal attenuation caused by the data processing, the Bolocam sys-

tem also attenuates some of the astronomical signal. By scanning across the sky, we are

e!ectively convolving any signal with the profile of a Bolocam beam; since the beams have a

non-zero width, this convolution will act like a low-pass filter on all of the astronomical sig-

nals. This filter will be approximately symmetric because the Bolocam beam profiles have

a high degree of rotational symmetry. Additionally, since the beams are nearly Gaussian,

the filter will be approximately Gaussian with a HWHM of about 1000 radians!1 (which is

equivalent to a HWHM! ! 6000 in angular multipole space). See Figures 5.6 and 5.7.

In order to quantify the amount of signal attenuation by each atmospheric noise removal

algorithm, it is useful to determine the e!ective bandwidth of the transfer function. The

e!ective bandwidth describes the range of angular multipoles defined by the transfer func-

tion, and can be used to convert an angular power, C!, to a map-space variance in µK2
CMB.

In general, the e!ective bandwidth is calculated by integrating the transfer function over

all angular multipoles. However, since the expected SZE power spectrum is approximately

flat in C!, it is more useful to weight the transfer function by the expected signal spectrum

of 1/!(!+1). This weighting will produce an e!ective logarithmic, rather than linear, band-

width, and can be used to convert an angular power in C! to a map-space variance. This

e!ective logarithmic bandwidth, BWeff , is defined as

BWeff =

!

"#
d"#S"#W"#B"# , (5.20)

where "# is the two-dimensional spatial frequency, S"# is the expected signal spectrum, W"# is

the transfer function of the data processing (in amplitude squared), and B"# is the transfer

function of the Bolocam beam (in amplitude squared). Since the expected CMB signal has

a flat band power in C!,

S"# "
1

!(! + 1)
(5.21)

for ! = 2$|"#|.18 Assuming this spectrum for S"# , a symmetric top-hat window between

! = !min and ! = !max will produce a bandwidth approximately equal to

BWeff " log(!max) # log(!min) = " log !. (5.22)

18We have used the small-scale flat sky approximation, ! = 2"|#$|.
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be seen in Equations F.12 and F.13. Therefore, the FOM is defined as the inverse of this

variance on the CMB signal summed over all angular scales according to

FOM =
!

!"

S2
!"W 2

!" B2
!"

P2
!"

, (5.23)

where !" is a two-dimensional spatial frequency with units of radians−1, S!" is the expected

CMB power spectrum, W!" is the transfer function of the data processing, B!" is the transfer

function of the Bolocam beam, and P!" is the PSD of the noise in the map. Note that we

have included the ! 5 " 6 arcsecond uncertainty in our pointing model in B!" , and this

pointing uncertainty effectively broadens the beam. To be precise,

B!" =
"
B!"e

−|!"|2/2#2
k

#2
, (5.24)

where B!" is the measured beam profile in Figure 3.17, and #k = 1/2$#p for a pointing

uncertainty of #p. For the CMB spectrum, we assumed a flat band power in C$, so

S!" =
1

%(% + 1)
(5.25)

for % = 2$|!"|. The figure of merit is inversely proportional to the variance in an estimate of

the CMB amplitude (in µK2
CMB), so it characterizes the signal-to-noise ratio of the map.

In the end, average subtraction was the optimal method for just over 50% of the obser-

vations, planar subtraction was the optimal method for just over 40% of the observations,

and quadratic subtraction was the optimal method for just under 10% of the observations.

See Table 5.2. In general, the amount of atmospheric noise in the data determines which

subtraction algorithm is optimal. Therefore, for a given night where the conditions are

similar for every observation, one algorithm is usually optimal for most of the observations.

This effect can be seen in Figure 5.9, where the the FOM is plotted for every observation

taken in 2003 for each science field. Note that quadratic subtraction is the optimal method

only when the weather conditions are extremely poor. This is because the CMB spec-

trum falls quickly at high frequency, and the quadratic subtraction algorithm attenuates a

large amount of signal at low frequency. For point-like sources, whose spectra are flatter,

quadratic subtraction is often the optimal processing method.
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method Fraction
of obs

Fractional contribution 
to FOM

avg 50% 70%

planar 40% 29%

quadratic 10% 1%
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Coadd PSDs and Transfer Functions
• Final PSD determined from 

jackknife coadds: random signs 
on each observation

• Final coadd PSD
• not white
• But beautifully gaussian: deviations 

present in single obs gone
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Coadd PSDs and Transfer Functions
• Final PSD determined from 

jackknife coadds: random signs 
on each observation

• Final coadd PSD
• not white
• But beautifully gaussian: deviations 

present in single obs gone
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Total Anisotropy Power Spectrum Constraint
• Do we see excess noise power?  Do Max L estimate of A, the amplitude of 

the flat bandpower anisotropy

• Bayesian likelihood function width is v. approximate: correlations between 
Fourier modes puts in a covariance we have not included

• Use Feldman-Cousins to obtain correct frequentist confidence interval
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for a flat band power in C!. With these definitions, the best fit amplitude for the CMB

anisotropy signal is determined by maximizing Equation F.8,

log(L) =
!

"#

"
!log(P"# + AS"#B"#W"#) !

x"#

P"# + AS"#B"#W"#

#
,

with respect to A, where x"# is the measured PSD of the science field map. For reference, a

detailed derivation of the above equation is given in Appendix F. Note that Equation F.8

allows for A < 0. Although such values are not physical, fluctuations in the noise can cause

the most likely value of A to be less than zero when the signal-to-noise ratio is low.

Since our maps are real, x"# = x!"# , P"# = P!"# , etc., so the sum in Equation F.8 only

includes half of the !"-space pixels. Additionally, the !"-space pixels are slightly correlated,

approximately 1-4% for nearest-neighbor pairs of pixels and less than 1% for all other pairs

of pixels. These correlations can be modeled as an e!ective reduction in the number of

!"-space pixels, with the e!ective reduction factor given by

Ne! = Ntrue/
!

"#

!

"#!

c"#,"#! , (6.1)

where Ntrue is the total number of !"-space pixels, Ne! is the e!ective number of !"-space

pixels, and c"#,"#! is the correlation between pixel !" and pixel !" ". c"#,"#! is calculated from the

Fourier transform of the map, M , according to

c"#,"#! =

$$$$$

%
M#

"# M"#!

&

"|M"# |# "|M"#! |#

$$$$$
. (6.2)

Equation F.8 is divided by the ratio of Ntrue to Ne! to account for these correlations when

calculating the Bayesian likelihood, with Ntrue/Ne! $ 2.3 for our data3. The location of

the peak in the likelihood is not a!ected by the value of Neff , however the width of the

likelihood is. Therefore, the Bayesian likelihoods we derive using Neff are not used to set

our final confidence level limits; they are only used as a rough estimate of these limits. Plots

of L versus A for each science field for each observing season are given in Figure 6.1.

Equation F.8 is useful for determining the most likely value of the CMB amplitude for

each data set, but it does not provide an accurate estimate of the confidence intervals on

3This factor of 2.3 is due entirely to these correlations, and does not include the factor of 2 due to the
fact that the map is real.
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SZ Anisotropy Power Spectrum Constraint

• No detection of anisotropy power

• Want to constrain amplitude of putative SZ anisotropy power 
spectrum

• Complications:
• Need to include contribution of CMB, ~ 45 µKCMB2

• Done properly by adding expected value to Pν
• CMB power spectrum from Spergel et al (2007) and Kuo et al (2007)
• Fluctuations automatically accounted for by adding random CMB realization to 

each jackknife noise realization.
• What is the SZ power spectrum?

Use two models:
• Flat bandpower like CMB
• Komatsu and Seljak (2002) 

analytic spectrum
• Other spectra in literature 

not very different in our 
ℓ range of interest
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SZ Anisotropy Power Spectrum Constraint

• Constraints on amplitude of total and SZ anisotropy PS:

• 3 rows: no flux uncertainty, internal flux cal uncertainty, and full flux 
uncertainty (incl. uncertainty on external Mars model)

• SZ anisotropy scales as σ87(Ωb h)2

• Expected SZ anisotropy PS, using Dunkley et al (2008) cosmo 
params: 10 µKCMB2

• Using K-S spectrum and Ωb h from Dunkley et al (2008) and 
Kuo et al (2007), we set limit of σ8 < 1.55 at 90% CL
• σ8 = 0.80-0.85 from primary PS + LSS, σ8 = 0.95 from high-ℓ
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Table 1. SZE-induced CMB anisotropy results

spectrum flux uncertainty 68% CL interval 90% CL interval 95% CL interval

flat-total 0 99 ! 588 µK2
CMB 0 ! 755 µK2

CMB 0 ! 828 µK2
CMB

flat-SZE 0 90 ! 582 µK2
CMB 0 ! 747 µK2

CMB 0 ! 830 µK2
CMB

flat-SZE 3.5% (meas) 89 ! 634 µK2
CMB 0 ! 794 µK2

CMB 0 ! 876 µK2
CMB

flat-SZE 6.3% (total) 83 ! 692 µK2
CMB 0 ! 956 µK2

CMB 0 ! 998 µK2
CMB

KS-SZE 0 77 ! 543 µK2
CMB 0 ! 686 µK2

CMB 0 ! 766 µK2
CMB

KS-SZE 3.5% (meas) 76 ! 569 µK2
CMB 0 ! 741 µK2

CMB 0 ! 834 µK2
CMB

KS-SZE 6.3% (total) 73 ! 732 µK2
CMB 0 ! 950 µK2

CMB 0 ! 993 µK2
CMB

Note. — Confidence intervals for our estimates of the total and SZE-induced CMB
anisotropy amplitude for both a flat SZE band power in C! and the SZE spectrum given
by the analytic model of Komatsu and Seljak (Komatsu and Seljak 2002). The limits

for the analytic model refer to the average amplitude of the SZE spectrum weighted
by our transfer function. The three rows for each SZE spectrum give the upper limits

for no uncertainty in our flux calibration, the 3.5% uncertainty in our flux calibration
due to measurement error, and the 6.3% uncertainty in our flux calibration due to the
combination of measurement error and uncertainty in the surface brightness of Uranus

and Neptune.

total anisotropy

}SZ anisotropy
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What Happened?

• Why did the survey end up being so unconstraining?
Sky noise, sky noise, sky noise
• In hindsight, old SuZIE data is suggestive that spatial correlations are not

simple enough to be fully removable
• But no real measurements of atmospheric correlation function, 

not even from SCUBA
• We have studied sky noise on Mauna Kea more exhaustively than anyone 

before (Sayers et al 2008, in prep)
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• On sky noise:
• The sites for APEX, ACT, and SPT are better: Atacama and South Pole
• But: even ACBAR saw sky noise at South Pole.  
• Possible sensitivity degradations

• APEX and SPT: 2(f/#)λ horns, so no Airy function coupling.  Other 
degradations though:
‣ imperfect correlation of atmosphere, leaving 1/f noise in timestreams
‣ transfer function of sky noise removal will hurt sensitivity

• ACT: 0.5(f/#)λ bare absorber pixels; depending on how good or bad the 
atmosphere, may end up in same boat, with many fewer effective pixels, 
+ above degradations

Thoughts on SZ Surveys
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What Next?

• Bolocam
• observing single massive clusters in raster mode has never been feasible 

because fields are too small: spend all the time turning around
• we have learned how to observe single massive clusters in an efficient 

Lissajous scan mode, developed for SHARCII 350 µm CSO camera
• would like to compare to OVRO/BIMA and SZA maps, resolve the 

discrepancies with SuZIE data
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What Next?

50

MS0451, y0 ~ 2.6x10-4 jackknife

SDS1 blank test field jackknife

first-pass data reduction, 
improvements in spatial
dynamic range expected
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What Next?

• MKID camera for CSO
• New technologies enable 4-color camera with 8’ FOV 

(750 µm - 1.3 mm, possibly extend to 2 mm)
• Spectral sky subtraction: each spatial pixel observes in multiple colors, so 

atmosphere can be regressed out
• SuZIE II showed that this works beautifully for 4 spatial pixels
• But large simultaneous 4-color focal plane not feasible 7 years ago
• No worries about spatial correlations, though need to be sure source is 

orthogonal to atmosphere (it is for SZ)
• Massive SZ cluster observations in Lissajous mode

• LWCam for CCAT
• New 25-m submm/mm telescope in Chile
• 5 or 6-color 750 µm - 2 mm camera in planning
• High-resolution multicolor followup of clusters discovered in large area 

SZ surveys, again using Lissajous mode
• Reach SZ-confusion limit
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Submm/mm MKID Camera
• Antenna coupled MKIDs, in-line bandpass filters to obtain four colors/

spatial pixel (220, 275, 350, 420 GHz)

• 8’ FOV, 600 spatial pixel, on CSO 2010
• 16-pixel/2-color DemoCam fielded

1st light on Jupiter

DemoCam dewar Readout




